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The Grade 5/6 students at Westmount Community School
have been working on an investigation into climate
change and carbon footprints. Through their research,
students discovered that Saskatchewan emits a large
amount of greenhouse gases through the burning of coal
for electricity. The students made a rough estimation
about how much money is being spent on electricity at
Westmount school. Students decided through an analysis
of the building that many classrooms have enough
natural light for learning and that many classrooms
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visual reminders, and presentations. Students not working
on conservation did research into alternative sources
of renewable energy and applied their knowledge to
building solar powered devices.

Our students at King George School started their
journey focusing on waste within the lunchroom. We
decided to measure how much food was being thrown
out and what that “looks” like. We started with a goal
of changing our habits of how we dispose of our food.
We then divided the lunchroom excess into compost
and waste. Our project started as a goal of building
awareness, progressed to how much waste there was
at lunch and now the students are caring for the entire
lunchroom. They not only monitored the waste reduction
but also took charge of the cleanup of the lunchroom.
This included waste, compost, recycling and clean up
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step in empowering our students to create healthy
environments!

Westmount Community School

King George School

Grade 8
Grade 7/8

Vincent Massey Community School
Gillian Strange
Our class examined the importance and meaning of
sustainability, which led to the students choosing three
action projects. The students decided that energy use
reduction would be their target area. They addressed
energy reduction on three fronts. Group one worked on
reducing light usage in the school. Group two developed
an action plan for reducing drafts in the school. And group
three educated classrooms in reducing gaming time at
home, with the desire to increase physical activity in its
place. They are proud to present what they have learned
and the actions they have taken.

Buena Vista School
Jana Miller and Tyler Rittinger
Ecoquest’s inquiry project is working to collectively
reduce our classroom’s footprint and, in a sense, move
towards a ‘LEED’ classroom.
6DG@UDƥUDFQNTORVNQJHMF@SS@JHMFNTQBK@RRQNNLŖNƤ
the grid’ for a period in April. Although we cannot rebuild
the infrastructure of a century old school, we have been
creatively adapting our space through:
1. A pedal-powered bike generator to power teacher
laptops and digital projector
2. A solar panel to assist in powering the laptops/
projector as well as microwave and fridge (classroom
has south facing accessible windows and ledge)

Grade 8

3. Building a container and implementing
Vermicomposting to reduce lunch garbage

Cory Farthing

4. Energy auditing with the use of wattage metres
and selecting alternative low-wattage light sources
(Installation of 10 T-8 LED bulbs)

Dr. John G. Egnatoff School
&Q@CDRSTCDMSR@S#Q )NGM& $FM@SNƤ2BGNNKG@UD
been examining and working at developing ways to
reduce wasted resources, reduce the carbon footprint
of the school and promote sustainable actions within
the school community. Their action plans are focused on
reducing improper waste and promoting better recycling
OQ@BSHBDR QDCTBHMFHMDƧBHDMSDMDQFXBNMRTLOSHNM@MC
energy waste through use of school lighting, working to
create and promote an Idle Free zone to reduce excessive
carbon emissions, and also to support the use of active
transportation as means to promote sustainable and
healthful transportation options for students in our
school community.
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planting a variety of suitable indoor plants
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classroom and along the way have made some very
interesting discoveries about sustainable building
and design.
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Grade 7

Georges Vanier Catholic
Fine Arts School
Lisa Obrigewitsch
Our Grade 7 class chose to focus on the concepts
of water and sustainability. Our goal was to increase
our knowledge of the importance of water within our
lives. We began by inviting a variety of guest speakers
to come to our class to share their knowledge of
sustainability and water. We continued our learning by
watching a variety of videos and reading a variety of
articles with the focus of water. Through inquiry, the
students in our class developed nine essential questions.
One group chose to audit water usage of an individual
class within our school. Other groups chose the topics of
water footprints, access to clean water, First Nation and
Metis perspective, watersheds, extreme water weather,
water content in products, Canadian laws about water,
and who controls the world’s water. Students worked
collaboratively to develop a deeper understanding of
their chosen topics. This deeper knowledge will be
showcased through poster boards. Within our Fine Arts
program, students continued the sustainability and water
themes by creating poetry that was presented in drama
BK@RR@MCBQD@SHMFIDKKXƥRGNTSNETRDCV@SDQANSSKDR
and plastic bags in their visual arts class.

Grade 7/8

Cardinal Leger School
Peter Grevers
The Grade 7/8 class studied ways to reduce their own
water footprint as well as their schools. We examined
ways to measure water during our everyday use (showering,
dish washing, toilets and brushing teeth). We measured
water consumption at school and at home by looking at
water meters and directly measuring water output. We
then used water saving methods such as reducing shower
SHLDR ƥWHMFKD@JHMFSNHKDSR@MCSTQMHMFNƤS@ORVGDM
brushing teeth. These methods helped us to reduce our
own water footprint as well at home and at school.

Grade 7/8

Grade 5-8

Steve Cole

Don McBean and Jenna Gervais

The Grade 7/8 class from St. Maria Goretti School has
been focusing on local food production, food waste,
and food distribution. Students have completed many
engaging activities to better understand how to reduce
wasted food in our school and where the food they eat
comes from. We are looking forward to displaying our
new knowledge and celebrating the changes we have
made in our school!

At École Forest Grove School we have brought this project
out of a single classroom to an extra-curricular group of
students in Grades 5-8 as well as the whole school. In
early spring, we began a waste management campaign
that included a waste audit and subsequent promotion
of recycling, composting, light energy awareness and
water conservation. This has been supported in tandem
with a Kindergarten through Grade 8 musical production
called “The Garbage Carol”. This group will continue their
DƤNQSRSGHRK@SDROQHMF RTLLDQ@MCHMSNMDWSE@KKVHSGSGD
investigation of gardening, both for ideas of local food
OQNCTBSHNM@MCM@SHUDOQ@HQHDƦNQ@ /K@MRHMBKTCDUHRHSR
to the grasslands and the North East Swale and “green
thumbing” inside and outside the school.

St. Maria Goretti School

Grade 8

Sister O’Brien School
Ted View
The students of Sister O’Brien School developed
OQNIDBSRNMCHƤDQDMSSGDLDR ATS@R@BK@RRVDDMF@FDC
in many collective experiences. Projects ranged from
the sustainability of bison ranching; sourcing local
foods; audits of sustainable methods of transportation
and energy sources; and water usage in the home. As
a class we performed an audit of garbage produced by
our school. We’ve toured SaskMade store to understand
foods are locally sourced and we’ve had a bison rancher
visit our classroom. Also, all student projects included
a First Nation and Metis focus. As a result as a class we
visited with Elder Albert Scott, who described Saulteaux
perspectives on sustainability of water. The students had
a chance to work with Elder Mary Lee to learn about ways
that the Plains Cree used the environment sustainably;
VNQJVHSG,@QXKDCSN@VDDJDMCƥDKCSQHO OQDO@QHMF@
deer hide to make traditional hand drums.

Grade 7

St. Peter school
Paul Sanche
Our project’s aim was to reduce the waste (garbage)
generated at St. Peter School. In Phase One, we addressed
SGDKHSSDQOQNAKDLNTSRHCDNTQRBGNNK 6DHCDMSHƥDCSGD
problem at a school assembly with a slideshow of the
accumulated litter we had found, then asked everyone
to participate in the solution. We placed garbage cans
outside during recesses, and asked classes to use garbage
grabbers (pick-up tools) to reduce school litter. We
displayed a new St. Peter Pride logo in the school to
remind all to care for others and our environment. Phase
Two addressed the waste generated within the school. We
conducted an audit to weigh the school waste collected
in one day; we opened the bags to identify, categorize,
and sort the garbage. Student groups researched topics
and planned actions for waste reduction. We conducted a
post-audit to determine the impact of our actions on the
waste generated at St. Peter.

École Forest Grove

Grade 7

Brunskill School
Heather Reid

James L. Alexander School
Jaelynne Cherwoniak
The Grade 7 students at Brunskill School and James L.
Alexander School both began the inquiry process by
looking at sustainability in terms of heat and temperature,
@MCVG@SL@JDRTODMDQFXDƧBHDMSATHKCHMFR 6D
decided to look at how well our schools are constructed
and compare how Brunskill School, which is a newer brick
school, and James L. Alexander School, which is a school
made up entirely of portables, manage and maintain their
heat. This audit was a lead in for the students to begin
their own projects in terms of what they can do in order
to reduce their carbon footprint on the environment.
Some of the projects include action plans for what can
be done to improve heat loss at the school and at home,
reducing waste at school by promoting litterless lunches,
drawing awareness of and getting students to commit
to earth hour and participating in earth day activities. As
well, students determined how to avoid phantom energy
loss at home and how to reduce energy consumption at
school through a lower lights campaign, committed to
eliminating water waste at home, reduced meat intake
by committing to eating more meatless meals, and took
part in walking or biking to school to reduce the use of
gas consumption. Our goal was to have the students work
together between the two schools to see how every small
RSDOB@ML@JD@AHFCHƤDQDMBDHMADHMF@BSHUDBHSHYDMRENQ
sustaining our earth.

